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Slaying the dragon of primordial chaos (Tiamat) by Enlil (Marduk, Ashur, 

St. George) allowed the creation of our orderly world out of chaos.  



He sliced her in half like a fish for drying:  

Half of her he put up to roof the sky,  

Drew a bolt across and made a guard to hold it.  

Her waters he arranged so they could not escape.  

                                                  Enuma Elish 



“… that call for the waters of the sea, and  

pour them out upon the face of the earth.”   

                                              Amos, V8     

Strepsiades: Do you think Zeus always rains new water down  

                     or does the sun draw the old up to be re-used? 

Amynias:       I don’t know and I don’t care. 

Strepsiades: How do you expect to get your money if you  

                     know nothing of meteorology? 

 

                                                                Aristophanes, CLOUDS 



                             

“If the air is warm, these vapors rise… 

and the clouds collect one above the 

other… as if they were mountains of 

combed cotton. But if cold comes in 

from above, the vapors collect and 

become water; they become drops 

and fall from the upper region of the 

cloud. These little drops unite with 

one another until, if they come out of 

the lower boundary of the cloud, they 

are large drops of rain.” 

Encyclopaedia written by “Brethren of Purity” 

Basra, tenth century AD 



Vapor is not air 

“…tiny parts which are small enough break away 

here and there and fly into the air. In the same 

way, the dust flies up propelled by the feet of a 

passer-by”.                                                                                                                                                                               
Descartes, Les meteores, 1770 

The equalization of pressure caused the air in the 

unevacuated flask to “give up its surplus moisture”. 
         Guericke, Experimenta, 1672 

“… the particles of permanent air are grosser than those of vapors, a moist  

atmosphere is lighter than a dry one, quantity for quantity.” 

                                             Newton, Opticks, 1717 



t 



Collisions 





How fast droplet falls? 





Collision efficiency is the ratio of true scattering cross-section to the 

geometric cross-section 
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Let’s gather stones together:  

 

condensation at 2% supersaturation,  

collisions at 100 droplets per cubic centimeter –  

will get 100 hours before rain starts. 

 

Totally unrealistic. 

 

What did we miss?  
  

 



Forgot about wind 

No rain without wind 

 

No wind without turbulence 



Shear flow 

Additional collision kernel (Saffman&Turner)   

 

Change in collision efficiency (Khain&Pinsky) 



Inertial effects 

Preferential concentration  

Descartes 
Maxey, J. Fluid Mech, 1987 

 

Sling effect 
Falkovich, Fouxon, Stepanov, Nature, 2002 



Turbulence can increase mean settling velocity 



Sling effect: distant vortex causes collisions of droplets 



Distribution of water vapor on the boundary between wet and dry regions 





How to model that in a lab? 



Capillarity breaks Archimedes’ law 

 
two bodies of the same weight displace different  

amount of water depending on their material 



Motion along the inclined water surface 







Falkovich, Lukaschuk, Denissenko, Nature 2005 
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Conclusion 

 
To understand and describe cloud formation and rain initiation  

one needs to work out (among other things)  

 

• Theory of turbulent mixing of interacting fields 

• Theory of (multi)-fractal measures  

• Statistical theory of explosive events 



  Куди йде дощ?              Where rain goes? 

•Winter: warm sea, cold land 

Sea Land 

wind 



•Время года - зима 

Sea Land 

wind 



Let’s add to the air a bit of dust or smoke 

•Время года - зима 

Sea Land 

wind 



•Время года - зима 

Sea Land 

ветер 

It postpones the beginning of rain 





Opposite effects of air pollution (left) 

 and cloud seeding (right). D. Rosenberg, HU 
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UduateUndergraduate Program 
 

The International Science Summer School accepts a 
select number of outstanding undergraduate 

students each summer to participate in research 
projects in mathematics, physics, chemistry and the 

life sciences 
 

Online application: Nov 1, 2015 - Jan 15, 2016 
Official results of the application:  

March 15, 2016 
Start of the program: June 2016  

Duration of the program: 8 weeks  
research projects in mathematics, physics, 

chemistry and the life sciences 

 

Online application: Nov 1, 2015 - Jan 15, 2016 

Official results of the application:  

March 15, 2016 

Start of the program: June 2016  

Duration of the program: 8 weeks  



Kupcinet-Getz International Summer School 
This is an enrichment program designed for undergraduate students 
from all over the world who are majoring in the sciences, and it is an 

opportunity to experience science by becoming part of a research group 
at the Weizmann Institute. Participation in the Kupcinet-Getz 

International Science School has had a significant impact on past 
participants of the program, reinforcing the students’ interest in 

conducting research in their future careers. 
As a student in this program, you will be associated with a laboratory or 
a theoretical research project under the supervision of an experienced 

scientist and, for a short period of time, will become a full-fledged 
member of the scientific team. 

 
Stipends: NIS 500 per week (up to NIS 4,000 in total).  

Accommodations: eight weeks of free rooming.  
There are NO application, registration, visa or tuition fees. 

Airfare or any other travel costs are not covered by the program. You are 
responsible for your own travel arrangements. 


